Microcalorimetric study on myocardial metabolism in a hibernator and two nonhibernators at 20 degrees C and 37 degrees C.
Metabolic activity in cardiac tissue slices from the guinea pig (GP), the rat (RT), the nonhibernating summer and winter hedgehog (SH and WH), respectively, was determined at 20 degrees and at 37 degrees C from their rates of heat production, P, (units, W/g tissue) by direct and indirect calorimetry. Energy-linked transport of Na+ and K+ in the tissues was determined from changes in metabolic rate induced by specific inhibition of the Na/K pump, the functional expression of Na/K-ATPase, the pacemaker enzyme in energy production assigned the role of transporting Na+ and K+ out of and into the cell. The results indicate a higher rate of energy production and utilization in the cardiac tissue of the hedgehog than in that of the nonhibernators, the rat and the guinea pig, at both temperatures. At 37 degrees C the rate at which the cardiac tissue from the hedgehog consumed oxygen was as much as six times that registered for the guinea pig. The temperature coefficients of P and of the Na/K pump in the tissues from the two groups of hedgehogs were significantly higher than in the tissues from the rat and the guinea-pig (P < 0.001). The determined metabolic indices, the basal rate of heat production P, the rate of oxygen consumption, P(O2) in thermal units (W/g tissue), and the Na/K-pump capacity (PC) indicate species-specific differences between the animals. Both PC and its variation with temperature, delta PC/delta T(o)C, were in the order WH > SH > RT > GP. These results indicate that the hedgehog's cardiac tissue, in comparison with that of the nonhibernators, has a greater capacity to generate energy in general and for active transport of Na+ and K+ at 37 degrees C after exposure to a lower temperature. A role is suggested for the Na/K-ATPase and some other unique rate-limiting enzymes in the metabolic pathway for the observed differences in temperature tolerance and cardiac performance between hibernators and nonhibernators.